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ACROSS DOWN
6 Rough United Nations insult. (5) 1 Greeting cry admits a knockout in the wood. 

(7)
7 Shy bath cape worn when diving. (11) 2 Crop circles? (9)

10 Smell no sound of disapproval. (3) 3 Bird may have been the wealthiest if it hadn't 
lost its head. (7)

11 Dealing in rebellious art rings a bell. (7) 4 Necrophilia? Get it over with! (3,1,5)
12 Temporary concerning Latin diversity. (7) 5 One who laughs, can laugh about money. (5)
13 Record of light volume. (3,4) 7 Indian's dark above bottom. (9)
14 Stunt rider's answer to "Ring of Bright Water"? 

(5,2,4)
8 Old machines that shuffle in reverse. (4,7)

16 Onset of narcosis in Silk Cut smokers. (5) 9 I get into flap over rice dish. (5)
18 Blatant and unusually sure preparations. (9) 15 Shifty business is rinsed, wrung, in the 

optimum way. (7,4)
21 The skill of mixing tar. (3) 17 Heavy rock can make left-handed sheep riot. 

(11)
22 Bury next to obscene-sounding breather. (9) 19 Hesitate twice, and you've let the rat get in – 

that's a mistake. (7)
24 Sixth letter 'E' comes back with the sea level. 

(5)
20 Talk about mad fits if it makes you happy. (7)

25 Earth man has spirit containing eastern 
poems. (9)

22 Tire in a strange way – don't want to move. (7)

27 What the camel dreads would be useless to a 
cobbler. (4,5)

23 Not a lot gets out. (7)

28 Pun assorted in its contributions. (5) 26 Banality in sips I send around. (11)
29 Briefly, add mother to one in the railway. (9) 30 Drunken trip in our gatecrash. (9)
31 Listener in the corn. (3) 33 Spirit in small radio is a baker's atom. (4,5)
32 Pear I step over to eat first. (9) 34 Subcontinent is as hot, as I bend over. (5,4)
34 Five in particular can find the answer. (5) 36 Time the home counties had purge. (5)
35 Naked tails used in cliff hangers. (4,7) 37 Angelic said about ten within. (7)
38 Stuffy silence after I follow an image 

unwanted. (7)
39 The contents are fashionable. (2,5)

40 Rescue from a gruesome decapitation in 
cream. (7)

41 Fat edge on papers. (5)

42 I lied poorly in church musical event. (7)
43 Sounds like barrel is heavy. (3)
44 Automated, but minimal dry cleaning? (5-6)
45 Helps you over, lest I slip. (5)


